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Abstract—In our day-to-day life mobile Smartphone has 

become the most common thing. Smart phone uses wireless 

multimedia communication. Thus phone security is also 

very necessary for that we designed a tiered security App for 

mobile device, where each security tier holds user defined 

security triggers and actions. Also, the mobile phone 

cameras are harmful and thus should be secured. So we will 

focus on security issues related to mobile phone cameras. 

There are several camera based attacks. Camera app has also 

become quite popular. By this, even the user can be a 

victim. We implement security app which can secure such 

harmful camera based app. We will detect the app which 

will ask access to the camera. Further we will either give 

access to the app or deny. That will depend on user to 

provide access or not. 

Keywords: malicious app, Smartphone security app, camera 

attacks, Warning, check permission (), malware 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now-a-days, there are increasing numbers of apps in 

android markets. Meanwhile, various android security and 

privacy has also become very essential. However, smart 

phones today consist much private data, private files that 

should be secured. People carry their phones everywhere 

nowadays with such a large private data in their phones. 

Thus many large antiviruses tried to provide privacy to such 

multimedia based applications. As phones consist of private 

data also the information that should be secured. Such 

confidential data have to be secured.  

However, a phone user can themselves be the 

victim to such threats by the attackers. Camera based 

applications are also easily available, which can be harmful 

to us in some or the other way. We will be surprised to 

know that even a camera can exploit the user for example, 

by stealthily take the photos and record videos by phone 

camera. To fully benefit from the security protections in 

Android, it is important that users only download and install 

software from known sources because any known source 

can be considered as the safe applications. Thus, security 

should be provided to such application affecting the private 

data in mobile phones. Attackers build up various spy 

camera apps that can ruin the private files or even exploit 

the data and stealthily take a pictures and videos that too 

without the user’s permission. Such spy camera in malicious 

apps such that phones can be automatically launched 

without the device owner’s noticeAs the most popular 

mobile platform, Google’s Android overtook others (e.g., 

Symbian) to become the top mobile malware platform. It 

has been highlighted that ―among all mobile malware, the 

share of Android based malware is higher than 46% and still 

growing rapidly.‖Another recent report also alerts that there 

is ―400 percent increase in Android-based malware since 

summer 2010‖ [1].Zhang introduce in that include Flexiable 

techniques for easy way to calibrate Camera[2].Shows the 

systematic study of malicious applications. The proposed 

work based on 2 steps: 

1) Permission work behavioral foot printing scheme. 

2) Heuristics-based filtering Scheme.  

[3]Foveal vision for tracking and object recognition in 

video. Used the multi-resolution digital video for identifying 

and tracking objects [4].Multiple method are used in 

background subtraction. Provides a review based on speed 

,memory requirements and accuracy[5].Visual recognition 

of persons by a test of statistical independence.This method 

for personal identification, Which is indepanded theirs 

codes.[6] Survey of eye movement recording methods in 

which include types, characteristics, selection of methods 

and techniques.[7] Attackers can harm us with many ways 

like stealthy audio recording. This can be easily found out as 

it does not need to hide the camera preview. This data 

collection technique[8]. A Fast Eavesdropping Attack 

against Touchscreens presenting automatic attack against 

new techniques touchscreen keyboards using method attack 

processes number of frames from video camera.This attack 

detects,tracks and rectifies target touchscreen and attack will 

ecognize upto 97.07%.[9].Developed hybrid eye tracking 

algorithm. This is fusion of feature based and model based 

approach and that available in open source package .This 

Algorithm called Starburst .These technique is for eye 

position with accuracy of one degree of visual angle 

.Starburst algorithm is more accurate than compared with 

another. It is least time consuming.[10] Detecting and 

Tracking Eyes By Using Their Physiological Properties, 

Dynamics, and Appearance, Here the method is tested on 

number of users with different eye shapes[11].personal 

information put on smart phone is risk, so the implement 

privacy mode[12].Analysis Eight android Smart phones. 

Identify leack permission capability .It is Systematic 

Detection [13]. 

Overall these attacks based on phones, it can 

provide us number of benefits, if handled and secured 

properly by the phone owner. Like, if the owner phone is 

accessed by any other person, he/she should now the detail 

about the unauthorized user. Thus, phone user can secure 

phone camera. 

 
Fig. 1: Smartphone 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Now-a-day number of Smartphone introduce in Market. 

Smartphone provides Videos, Audios, Contact Numbers, 

Gallery (Photos), etc. All those have Security. Because 

Today’s, Many unauthorized User access information 

without getting permission of Mobile Owner. Unauthorized 

user access information by attack on Camera Via 

sending/malicious app. So here we have studied the issue of 

obtaining All Malware related information and also study 

different types of attacks which attack on Smartphone’s via 

Camera.   

Now, Here we shows the list of 49 Android 

Malware families in our dataset along with the time, when 

each particular malware family is discovered. from the very 

first Android Malware Fake player in August 2010 to recent 

ones in the end of set 2011,it spans slightly more than one 

year with around 52 Android Malware Families reported[1]. 

Zhengyou Zhang proposed flexiable technique for easy way 

calibrate a camera, Photogrammetric Calibration and self-

Calibration techniques are used. In Photogrammetric 

Calibration use calibration object it works very efficiently 

[2].Zhi Wang proposed systematic study of malicious 

application. In permission based behavioral foot printing 

schemes detects the sample of android families. Heuristics-

based filtering scheme identifies the behaviors of unknown 

families [3].Stephen should proposed Foveal vision for 

tracking and object recogation in video. Here is introduce a 

favela model in which we can capture the small portion field 

.the method is faster than all of other methods[4].M.piccardi 

proposed background subtraction review based on speed, 

memory requirements and accuracy. The method are 

running Gaussian average, temporal median filter, mixture 

of Gaussian ,kernel density estimation(KDE),Sequential KD 

approximation co-occurence of image variations,eigen 

background. Gaussian average and median filter and simple 

method having limited memory requirement KDE  gives 

very good model accuracy it has high memory Eigen 

background and co-occurrence gives address spatial 

correlation it has a good accuracy against time and memory 

complexity.[5]John G. Daugmon Proposed visual 

recognition of persons by test statistical independence .In 

this include person’s face with detailed texture of each eye’s 

author proposed this method for rapid personal identification 

irises are used for recognized by executing statistical test of 

independence on their code. Statistical independence test is 

passed for two irises for two different when signature from 

same eyes [6].Laurencer Young proposed a survey of eye 

movement recording methods. In this includes types of eye 

movement, characteristics of the eye, practical method of 

measurement with new techniques, selection methods. Pupil 

intersection methods, image dissector pupil circumference 

tracking method,target scan methods applied to tracking 

pupil.[7]Fan Zhang implement the spyware and implement 

on real world 3G smart phone. Video based spyware is also 

called stealthy video computer.SVC capture the privacy and 

send information a remote SVC intender. Stealthy video 

computer contains the three functions: 

1) Video capture module. 

2) File sending module 

3) SVC intenders. 

In Video capture, Capture the video and file sends 

the data to SVC intender.[8]Federico Maggi design and 

implement automatic attack for mobile device. Application 

of this attack is accurate inspection and compare than 

another attack this is faster. Here is used three types of text 

inputs: 

 Context Free Text: It includes 63 English words. It 

has poor context. 

 Context Sensitive Text: It Include 65 words 

regression      Song. This is rich context. 

 Brief Text: It includes 80 letters, Spaces and 

symbols.[9]  

D. Winfield proposed Video-Based Eye Tracking 

Technique. In  these  In Eye movement field, there are two 

types of approaches: Visible and Infrared-Spectrum  

imaging .In visible spectrum imaging light reflecting from 

eyes is used to capture eye movement, whereas infrared-

Spectrum imaging  will eliminated reflection with active 

infrared illumination. Here infrared spectrum can give more 

accurate eye movement .D.Winfield introduces new eye 

tracking algorithm named starburst. This will show where 

the eye is looking in real time manner.[10]Antonio Itaro 

proposed method for detecting eyes robustly in real times 

also the used physiological properties ,Dynamics and 

appearance. Detecting and tracking the eyes in different 

scenes, here is used the physical properties of pupils, This 

method is used for higher level processing on the face level. 

This techniques is based on pinel level using face position 

count the number of people in the scence  and identify the 

facial expression, Application of this system is increase the 

robustness[11].Yajin Zhou implement the privacy mode on 

android devices. Developing system called TISSA.Privacy 

mode have flexibly control.Lightwieght Protection, 

Application Transparency, Small Footprints. These are the 

design requirements. Privacy mode maintain the 

compatibility of android apps.TISSA consist of three 

components. 

1) Privacy Setting Content Provider. i.e (PSCP) 

2) Privacy Setting Manager. i.e.(PSM) 

3) Privacy Aware Components. i.e (PAC)[12]. 

Michael Grace proposed Systematic Detection of 

Capability leaks in stock android Application. Android 

smart phone develop tool called Woodpecker. Woodpecker 

analysis each app and explore ability of reach to dangerous 

permission for public. Woodpecker work based on inter 

procedural data flow analysis [13].  

Paper Technique description 

Hey, You, Get Off 

of My Market: 

Detecting Malicious 

Apps in Official 

and Alternative 

Android Markets[3] 

1]Permission 

based foot printing 

2] Heuristics based 

foot printing. 

Study of 

malicious 

application. 

Peripheral-Foveal 

Vision for Real-

time Object 

Recognition and 

Tracking in 

Video[4] 

Multi Resolution 

digital video 

This is for 

Tracking and 

object 

recognition in 

video .method 

is faster than 

others. 

High Confidence 

Visual Recognition 

of Person by a test 

Statistical test of 

independence on 

codes. 

Used for 

Visual 

Recognition of 
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of Statistical 

Independence[6] 

person 

.increase 

reliability. 

Detecting and 

Tracking Eyes By 

Using Their 

Physiological 

Properties, 

Dynamics, and 

Appearance[11] 

Used physical 

properties of 

pupils and based 

on pixel. 

Detecting and 

tracking the 

eyes. Using 

this increase 

the robustness. 

Starburst: A hybrid 

algorithm for video-

based eye tracking 

combining 

feature-based and 

model-based 

approaches[10] 

Starburst 

algorithm. 

Developed for 

video based 

eye tracking. 

This is more 

accurate. 

Taming 

Information-

Stealing 

Smartphone 

Application.                    

(on Android)[12] 

Used TISSA 

system. 

Implements 

privacy mode 

on android 

device. 

Systematic 

Detection of 

Capability Leaks in 

Stock Android 

Smartphone[13] 

Woodpeaker tool. 

Identify leak 

permission 

capability. 

A Flexible New 

Technique for 

Camera 

Calibration[2] 

1] 

Photogrammetric 

calibration. 

2] Self calibration. 

Flexible 

technique for 

easy way to 

calibrate 

camera. 

Table 1: Different Techniques used in Android Security 

III. CHARACTERIZATION OF MALWARE 

We present a systematic characterization of existing 

Android malware. We analyzing malware samples from our 

existing collection, that android malware are use to install 

on user phones by using three main techniques. That 

techniques based on Social Engg i.e .repackaging, update 

attack, and drive-by download. 

A. Repackaging:  

Repackaging is one of the most common techniques 

malware authors use to piggyback malicious  

Payloads into popular applications (or simply apps).Here 

malware authors download different apps, disassemble them 

,enclose malicious payloads and re-assemble and submit the 

new apps to official sites. The malware author gives name to 

that new app which is created by them. But, that name is 

same as the original app,which is then uploaded to official 

sites. 

B. Update Attack:  

This second technique makes it difficult for detection. Even 

this technique may repackage popular apps. But instead of 

packing into the payload entirely, it only includes an update 

component that will fetch or download the malicious 

payloads at runtime. We here focus on variant which use the 

update attacks without root exploits. If Base Bridge-infected 

app runs, it will display the update dialogue notifying user 

that new version is available; the user will be offered to 

install the updated version. 

C. Drive-by Download:  

The third technique applies the traditional drive-by 

download attacks to mobile space. In our collection, we 

have four such malware families. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

We are using two main types of the attack which based on 

camera .i.e remote-controlled real-time monitoring attack & 

The Video-Based Pass code attack. To prevent these attacks 

we are implementing security app.  

A. Remote-Controlled Attack: 

It is camera based attack that attack control the camera app 

remotely at that time when camera app launch or end the 

camera window. In these  type of attack attacker attack on 

victim’s phone through installed App on Victim’s Phone 

without their permission .then it will send ready MSG along 

with IP address and port no, then these attack leak personal 

information ,photos, daily activities’s  video of user to 

attacker.  

B. The Video-Based Pass Code Attack: 

As any touch screen smart phones has virtual keyboard 

which is smaller in size than computer keyboard. So the 

keys of virtual keyboard in smart phone are very closed to 

each other, with an offset of 5mm.There are more chances 

of touching wrong keywords while typing, Hence smart 

phone. Thus, there are many techniques that attack on the 

smart phones camera through various ways with eye 

movement capture. This eye-tracking will help attacker 

attack to the smart phones. In this paper we implement 

Attack called as Calspy attack, which is based on above 

techniques.  This attack is nothing but the simple calculator, 

which contains Camera that is invisible to user. While doing 

any calculations it captures images, information of an user. 

All these user information hack by attacker. When attacker 

attacks on Smart phone throught Camera by using 

techniques that time acttacker follows following steps, 

which is shown by following figure 

 
Fig. 3: Steps followed by Attacker on Mobile Camera 

1) Step 1: Check resources available. 

2) Step 2: Mute sound and vibration. 

3) Step 3: Camera display disables. 

4) Step 4: Stores picture/video. 

5) Step 5: Recover the volume and vibration. 
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6) Step 6: Pictures/videos are sent to attackers                                     

via Mail,  MMS, and Wi-Fi. 

In this paper, we have proposed a security app i.e 

Spycam, that will help us restrict such app which wants 

access to camera that can harmful to user in some or the 

other way. Camera-based app will need owner’s permission 

to access camera. The owner should be prepared previously 

for harmful apps attack over their smart phones. So we are 

implanting the attack as well as security app i.e Spy cam to 

avoid that attack 

 

Fig. 4: Warning Process 

In this Defense security app, warning can be given 

by three ways; firstly alert dialog box with the name of 

suspicious app is displayed. If dialog box cannot be seen 

immediately the security app will make sound alert and 

vibration to warn the user about attack. In this app we are 

mainly using a check permission () function. 

 
Fig. 5: Architecture Diagram 

Figure 5 shows architecture of Security app .When 

any app called for access camera then Our security app 

provide Check Permission (). Permission can be notified by 

the popup. So there are mainly two possibilities through 

which user have to go. It can be either allowed access or can 

be restricted. This will definitely help securing the mobile 

phone from such attacks that can be possible on mobile 

phones. If we select Restrict, the app will be unable to 

access the mobile phone camera, and the detailed 

information about the app tried to access camera will be sent 

via e-mail to the registered email-id/User. In same way, if 

Ignored, the camera will be accessed no doubt .But in user 

phone log file will be created in both condition.it will be 

check frequently. 

V. IMPLEMENTATION 

Most of the android version companies have introduced 

their android security apps to protect from such malicious 

apps, but in our base paper mainly used antivirus viz. AVG 

Antivirus & Norton Antivirus mobile security failed to 

detect such malicious apps. 

1) In this paper, we have implemented attack based on 

camera. 

2) We have implemented security app that will secure 

the app which asks access for camera .This app will 

help us securing the private data in the mobile 

phone. Thus, we conclude with the point that, it 

will give owner the information about the 

unauthorized user or app that trying to take access 

camera. This will result in providing a secure 

phone to user. 

3) We are going to provide with the log file, this log 

file will keep the overall detailed information about 

each and every app. Moreover, if we say about the 

log file, this will be orderly updated, thus to keep 

the Smartphone secured. log file should be 

frequently checked. In addition to this, we also add 

some function like white list, this white list consist 

of the camera based app. White list will be benefit 

for those app that are mostly used by the smart 

phone owner or user.so when we used mostly used 

app i.e white list app that time only for those pop-

up  not shown. So checking mails n log file that not 

required.    

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we give security to camera based applications. 

We study that how to give resistance to malicious app. We 

discuss the remote controlled attack and video based pass 

code attack. With the help of these we implement camera 

based attack, thats attack called Calspy to prevent this attack 

we implemented security app ie. Spy Cam, It will warn the 

user before the attack being launched. Thus we can secure 

our private data or leaking the photos & videos. Hence it 

will give best security approach towards smart phone.   
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